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Highlights 

  

. Participants in the ASAT analysis displayed higher spatial ability. 

. Participants focused more on field work. 

. Analysis showed 47% students are creative, 43% students have visual cognitive style & 54% have good spatial  

   ability. 

Abstract-Design in architecture involves composite, problem-solving activity, and various cognitive abilities. Creativity, spatial ability 

are considered critical in design process for good outcomes, and visual cognitive style represents the potential of students in artistic 

and scientific form. The main purpose of this article is to explore the creative process in architecture students and filling the gap. This 

paper is an investigation conducted on North zone especially Mohali three different colleges on third year architecture students to 

understand the gap of how one's creativity, spatial ability, and visual cognitive styles relates to design studio performance, measured 

by grade. Data analysis was done through questionnaires related to paper folding test, Mental rotation test, Torrance test of creative 

thinking (TTCT), Architectural spatial ability test (ASAT) and the object -spatial imagery test (OSIQ). Feedback was taken from the 

students to enhance their performance in the studio. Interpreting students' creativity and their abilities in relation to design studio 

performance is important for the development of a meaningful curriculum and integrated understanding of student scope. The findings 

highlight the requirements, students need to increase their performance and outcomes in the design studio. 
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I. Introduction: 

 

This paper identifies a number of issues that highlights the theoretical and practical importance of field work along with interaction 

of students with each other in studio-based learning, as well as student understanding of personal development in the subject. The 

objective is to contribute by compiling a foundation and understanding the strategic potential in design studios by governing and 

planning the processes around complex  projects, and how we can enhance the potential more productively . It is done by identifying 

the gap where students are lacking and evaluating them with proper teaching strategies that help to improve the potential and 

effectiveness of design studio performance. 

 In architecture, the Design studio plays a very vital role in plotting the students' ideas, giving a base to students' virtual imagination, 

and enhancing their creativity. Students try to visualize and think out of the box too but when it comes to imprint on paper, it's a 

combination of their creativity, spatial ability & his cognitive ability. The question of enhancing studio performance, creativity, spatial 

ability along with cognitive skills interest to us because it's our responsibility to guide the student on right path and shaping them well 

and building them a right foundation of success. 

 

II. Literature Review 

 

This literature review creates a nucleus on four relevant areas: performance in design studio, learning, spatial ability, the visual 

cognitive skills enhancing the learning environment and their relationship. 
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Understanding the design knowledge and relevant strategies will trigger creative idea generation and shed light on teaching the design 

process. Creativity represents a psychological view on a personal level, in contrast to productivity used in today's world of business 

on an organizational level (Sternberg & Lubart, 1999).Revolution traditionally focused on products and processes followed. Davis 

(1996) characterized  creativity as the theory of basic design elements such as space, line, shape, form, light, color, texture, pattern 

and design principles as harmony, rhythm, contrast, emphasis, and proportion helping to identify the complex interaction with the 

design process aspects. 

Ekvall (1991) suggests that broad requirements for a creative climate include: 

- open, participative culture (rather than suspicious, closed) 

- Having an ideal-handling system 

- Whole workforce involved in idea generation 

- Whole organizational endeavor (though pockets of creativity can emerge and survive) 

- Experiment-encouragement 

- Forgiving culture, patience with failure, trust 

- Conflict -handling through debate and insight rather than warfare 

- Networking and sharing systems 

- System of incentives 

- Multidisciplinary working 

- Research and development investment  

- Some champions (for any change but particularly for new ideas) 

 

The cultivation of a learning setting with a rich social dynamic, through which peer interaction and socialized learning may be 

developed, forms a central plank of the studio-based pedagogy for architectural design (inter alia Cuff 1991, Nicol & Pilling 2000). 

The social dimensions of the studio, and the opportunity for collaboration and sharing, act as stimulants to learning (Parnell 2001), 

and it is the culture of the studio that acquires lasting significance for students (Koch et al. 2002). Fisher (1991) refers to this as a 

‘fraternity’ culture, one that also recalls Wenger’s (1998) observations of the relationship between identity and practice through a 

community of participants. Indeed, Wenger (1998) observed that communities of practice typically form in groups united by discipline 

interest as a means of disseminating and exchanging knowledge, and by the sharing of learning resources. 

The design process in architecture is defined as the phenomenon of drawing ideas from one's unconsciousness. The origin of an 

abstract idea, thought and experience of a person gradually develops into a commendable framework process of conversion of 

subjectivity to objectivity, mediated by creativity.Figure 1 is the proposed model of the architectural design process, which represents  

the process through which a designer creates an architectural space 
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Figure :1 Source: (https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2095263517300559). 

 

 

Creativity is combined with several functions like innovation, flexibility, and sensitivity to other views. It entitles the learner to 

transcend irrational thinking and to reach new heights of productivity and satisfaction. Robins believed that creativity includes 

identification of new qualities in old concepts, meanings, and ideas, or coming up with new ways of planning. 

 

 

Figure:2, Source:(Diagram adapted from Conroy Dalton et al. (2013) 

 

 

 

Figure 2 represents the relationship between various perspective-taking, design cognition and architectural cognition. Design 

practitioners design buildings (and other settings) and respond to the needs of end-users. The disciplines of architectural cognition, 

together with design cognition, can support this process by providing a knowledge-stage around the typical practice of perspective-

taking.  

Spatial thinking abilities generally refer to the mental processing and manipulation of spatial information such as shapes, locations, 

relations between objects or directions of movement (Newcombe and Shipley, 2015). 
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Figure:3 ,(Source:J.Y.Cho/Thinking skills and creativity 23(2017)67-78) 

 

 

  

 Figure 3 shows a framework of the current study specifying the interrelationship of creativity, spatial ability and visual cognitive 

style and their further domains. Together all the elements sum up to increase the overall personality of a student. The overall aim is 

to understand where students are lacking in the design process and how mentors can boost their performance.  

 

 

III. Research methodology 

 

The primary method for data collection is used to survey and describe the structure of various tasks performed on a sample size of 75 

students in the first part and the second part highlights the feedback of students to increase their productivity in the design studio. 

Some Freshmen were also selected to judge the status of cognitive capabilities before engaging much in the educational process and 

acquiring domain-specific knowledge. Participants performing the task were third year architecture students, as they have already 

built the foundation of understanding design studio as they are in the middle of their course and are not new to design studio experience 

in the course. In the survey performed, a task of 4 questions were attempted by students to check on their creativity,4 on their spatial 

ability and 2 on their cognitive skills. Overall Participants attempted 10 question and a feedback question to increase productivity in 

design studio  

 

Section.1. Performance in design studio 

 

In this study, final grades of the google form were evaluated to understand how much students have the proficiency of creativity, 

spatial and cognitive skills taking a sample size of three different colleges. The scenario was to (a) intensity and assess the depth of 

the design process and (b) to overall render them precision with the outcomes. Students completed a total of ten questions which 

included translation from 2D to 3D (design of subtractive and additive spaces in a cubic domain) and vice versa. 

 Creativity -based tests include the Torrance test of creative thinking (TTCT) based on divergent thinking theory. The TTCT consists 

of three activities: (a) picture construction using the provided forms (b) Mental rotational question and (c) picture completion with the 

given shapes. The estimation method of the TTCT to find the Creativity Index Is done by solving the sum of 4 questions in the form. 

Elaboration of the sub-domains and marks criteria are provided in the annexure. 

Spatial ability- test involves the expertise to create mental images of figures and mentally rotate them labeled as spatial ability tests, 

the Architectural Spatial Ability Test (ASAT). The spatial ability tests consist of simple geometric figures of architecture or interior 

design tasks and measure the ability to transform 2D to 3D or vice-versa. The task performed is to mentally manipulate 2D forms 

(find a match of 2D form from 2D options) or finding a matching 3D form from 3D options. ASAT for spatial ability in the architecture  

manipulates the ability to  transform 2D form into 3D or vice-versa (see Cho, 2012).The  google form  consists of three types of 

questions which  involves (a) the 3D picture that best matches 2D plan, (b) the 2D plan that best matches a 3D picture(c) the 2D plan 

that best matches a 3D-isometric view. In order to perform the task participants, need a working memory, mental imagery, spatial and 

visual ability to rotate the 3D or 2D picture to find the best matching images. Google form incorporates 4 ASAT questions. 

Visual cognitive style— the object-spatial imagery questionnaire is used to measure individual visualization, their imagination and 

conception of any object. Questionnaire incorporates 2 task questions on OSIQ. 

Section.2. How to increase productivity in a design studio? 
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IV. Data analysis 

 

The collected data were analyzed using google survey form. The mean scores of each measurement were calculated, and the 

relationship between design studio performance (grade) and the scores of the various tests noted above were analyzed using statistical 

study. 

 

V. Results 

 TTCT (creativity test), spatial ability and the OSIQ (visual cognitive skills test) tasks were converted to 100% scales for comparison. 

The average grade of overall performance of students is 49%. 

 

Graph :1 

 

Above graph 1 represents: 

47%   of students are creative. 

54% of students have spatial ability. 

43% of students can perceive their visual cognitive skills.  

Pie chart 1: 

Pie chart represent the students' perception and their views to increase their productivity in a design studio. 

18.9% students prefer field work 

14.9% students opt for research work  

10.8% on time management and conceptual learning while other students in the adobe mentioned pie-chart focus on meditation, music 

and peer interactions. 
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VI. Discussion and Findings 

 

The result shows that the TTCT, spatial and visual cognitive styles have a positive relationship, indicating how the potential of students 

can be  increase if these elements bind together. The spatial ability test consists of three different types of task between 2D to 3D 

having Multiview drawings which bought keen familiarity and interest to students. If we analyze the data 43% students can visualize 

and perceive with their imagination and only 47% are able to create them. Analyzing students’ feedback on how to increase their 

productivity in design studios, it was examined most of the students prefer field work or regular site experiences and few talks about 

to do lot of research. After comparing both the graphs i.e. student’s feedback and task analysis, students should have more exposure 

to upcoming trends. At Least once a week one tutorial or activity should be there in which a group of students should discuss the latest 

building material, construction techniques used and characteristics of best buildings of the month. This will help them to broader their 

area of thinking, which will ultimately push them towards creating new things. More exposure will brainstorm them towards cognitive 

aspects ultimately to creating extraordinary output.  

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

In the above findings during the survey, it was analyzed that the students are much clearer about 2D and 3D concepts but are not able 

to visualize (cognitive skills) and then to create and materialize. The more social interaction between teachers and students and 

amongst peers can be one source to increase creativity. A healthy and friendly atmosphere in the college makes the student happier 

and freer to fancy new ideas. Teachers too need to boost the students for inventive ideas and help them to think out of the box. All the 

factors like knowledge, creative thinking, visualization, and motivation are the key to success which can be achieve more on practical 

experience than theoretical specially while designing. Further we can have tie up relations with construction industry, to give the 

students field experience and understand the current requirement of the course well. Students will be able to manipulate their spatial 

ability and understand cognitive style this way. The fear of failure after graduating will end and can act as a booster to brainstorm new 

ideas for upcoming trends, leading to the path of success. 

 

VIII. Appendices 

 

Test Analysis Details: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_KX_KUlvO-3iwVVmRyD7iUpb6HkaU-QJwVIYHkR5qTw/edit 

 

ASAT Responses Link: https://bit.ly/3OINL7H  
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